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An exploration of grade 11 learners writing practices from the perspective of a
teacher at a well-resourced public school in Johannesburg
Abstract
This study explored the reality of the current writing practices at work in the grade 11
English Home Language classroom from a teacher’s perspective. The research site is a
well-resourced public school with qualified teachers in central Johannesburg where
English is taught as the Home language and is the medium of instruction (LOLT). Ninetyeight grade 11 participants were purposively selected because they all attended the
same school since grade eight and received the same teachings of language
construction and composition.

Qualitative research methodology was employed

encapsulating this ethnographic case study where data was collected over a period of
three months through observations, unstructured interviews, and a writing activity with
the researcher as a permanent, full time English teacher interacting and teaching
learners English Home Language daily.
Research found a lack in studies that retrieved data through the physical teaching of
writing. The study from the perspective of the teacher found critiques against writing
approaches suggested in CAPS (2011) confusing and refutable. Each writing approach
serves a different purpose and synergy of these approaches works best when equipping
learners with the tools to produce good writing. According to Woolfolk (2013), activities
and teaching methodology directs and guides learner behavior.

When learners

encounter activities that stimulate their curiosity and relates to their interest they are
more likely to be motivated to learn (Huitt, 2011).
Finally, the study calls for more explicit research regarding the relationship between the
teaching of writing and pedagogical knowledge of teachers.The study conformed to all
ethical research conditions by first obtaining consent of all participants with the option of
declining without penalty.

1. Background
Seven years later and two decades into the post-apartheid era, writing continues to
present a major challenge across the education system (Akinyeye&Pluddemann, 2016).
Echoing the realities of South Africa’s education system, the above-mentioned also
shapes and informs this research study.The role of writing in high school contexts cannot
be contested because all assessments that determine learner achievement and success
require some form of writing. The pass or fail criteria when determining learner
performance in South Africa is made up of one-third oral communication and two-thirds
written language (Nasaria, 2011).The National Education Evaluation & Development Unit
(NEEDU, 2013) states that writing shapes the way we think reason and learn. UNESCO
(2004:13) defines writing as the ability to identify, understand, interpret, create,
communicate and compute using printed and written materials associated with various
texts. In high school contexts writing is simply the medium learners most commonly use
to convey understanding, knowledge, thoughts and opinions.Developing learners writing
skills can be an arduous task for an English teacher.
Dixon & Dornbrack (2014) argues that learners are set up for failure from the onset firstly
because of teachers’ lack of pedagogical knowledge and secondly because of the
challenge teachers experience when implementing teaching approaches. The Teachers
Education Framework as cited in Nzimando (2011) insists that a thorough understanding
of content knowledge and practical experience or work integrated learning become
essential criteria for the professional development of teachers.

The ongoing poor

performance of high school students in South Africa requires educators to rethink how
writing is being taught and learned (PIRLS 2016, Lloyd, 2016).

2. Research problem
This echoes the challenge currently being experienced in a well-resourced public school
in Johannesburg where the grade 11 learners writing activities warrants further
investigation. During their Senior Phase(grade eights and nines), and grade ten of high
school (in total three years) these specific learners that are the chosen sample
population for this study all received the same teaching and grounding in the basics of
English language construction and composition, such as grammar, sentence
construction, expression and register.

Therefore, with these foundational structures

already in place, these grade 11 learners should be able to produce essays with
ease.According to the Department of Education (DoE, 1996) the official learner teacher
ratio is 1: 35 and this school sees a classroom ratio of 1:33. Teaching time for English
Home Language as stated in the CAPS document is 4.5 hours per week and at this
school the English Home Language period is 35 min with a total of seven periods a
week.
The study’s research questions were designed to address these gaps in writing practices
during the teaching and learning of writing.

3. Research methodology
There are two distinct types of research namely, qualitative and quantitative.
Quantitative research is described as ‘obtrusive and controlled’ relying on numerical data
as facts that are independent and external to the researcher and observer (Suter, 2012).
Qualitative research as explained by Mackay &Gass (2005) looks at ‘descriptive data’
and is not reliant on statistical procedures. According to Henning, van Rensburg & Smit
(2007), qualitative research is subjective to all knowledge and functions from the
assumption that knowledge is relative. Creswell (2015), states that qualitative research
is about exploring participants meanings and understandings.

Qualitative research

positions the researcher of this study as the teacher retrieving data from an insider’s
perspective.
Research procedure was systematically aligned within the daily lesson plans of the
grade 11 English curriculum using communicative language teaching, process, genre
and text-based teaching approaches within techniques of observations, unstructured
interviews and the production of an essay writing task to collect raw data.The research
population consisted of 98 learners who are currently in grade 11.

4. Literature review
Literature review began with the three theories at the core of writing namely: expressive,
cognitive and interactionalists / social theory.

Followed by an investigation into the

writing approaches suggested in the Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement
(2011).

As the study progressed motivation surfaced and gained traction during

observations, unstructured interviews and in the learners writing practices.

Raimes (1983) posits the main objective of the process approach is to help learners
develop cognitive strategies that guide and give them control over their writing which can
be argued as the intention of every approach to writing. Hayes and Flowers (1980)
originally described the process approach as consisting of three processes namely;
planning, translating and reviewing, which was later revisedincorporating aspects such
as motivation for writing, the writing context, and working memory (Hayes, 1996).
Categories

of

reflection,

text

production,

and

text

interpretation

were

also

reconceptualised within the original cognitive processes (Honeychurch, 1990, Graham,
2016, Hodges, 2017; Leggette, Rutherford, Dunsford and Costello, 2017).Despite these
findings, the process approach is still criticized for its lack of social context and social
influence on writing.
Research revealed contradictory meanings, interpretations, techniques and goals of
communicative language teaching (Brown, 2007, Hiep, 2007, Richards, 2006). Richards
(2006) affirms Thompson’s (1996) findings that teachers of communicative language
teaching hold misconceptions and confusing interpretations of this approach. Richards
(2006) clarifies the distinction between communicative competence and communicative
language teaching stating that communicative competence is the need to use language
for meaningful communication and correct interpretation, while communicative language
teaching is a way or method to teach language.
Writing and presenting within the Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement (pg30pg34) present different text types of essays (narrative, descriptive, argumentative and
literary) with its formats and features that brings genre into focus. Text-based approach
and Genre are two different approaches that are so closely linked that they need to be
taught complementing each other within the steps of the writing process. Text-based
approach offers an example that helps learners identify the different features of genre.
Genre helps learners understand the type of writing the text-type (essay) would require
for example if they were narrating a story, they would use the past tense, usually in the
first person drawing from sincere personal experiences while again text-based is
presenting the learners with an example that helps them see how all this works together
to form a coherent essay.

Both approaches are essential in the teaching of

writing.Therefore, to teach writing would require some form of synergy of all the
approaches (Faigley, 1986).

Motivation

According to Deci, Edward, Ryan and Richard (2013), motivation directs behaviour and
is the cause for the repetition of that behaviour. Motivation is influenced by internal
factors of personal needs, interests and curiosity or external factors of rewards, social
pressure, and threats of punishment. Intrinsic motivation exists within the individual with
the desire to seek out challenges, driven by the enjoyment of the task itself for example
learners who write because they inherently enjoy writing. Intrinsic motivation can be selfsustaining and long lasting with a focus on the subject rather than on the rewards.
Extrinsic motivation comes from influences outside the individual and occurs when the
learner’s interests are for gain or rewards with little interest in the subject itself, for
example learners who write for the sake of achieving good marks. Huitt, (2011),explains
that rewards, recognition and threats of punishments can be effective in encouraging
learners to work towards a goal.

Critique of writing approaches
This study finds that critique against these writing approaches confusing and refutable
from the perspective of a teacher when teaching writing in South African classroom
contexts. Theoretically these critiques come across well justified to one ignorant of the
difference between the principles and teaching methodology within each approach. The
confusion between communicative competence and communicative language teaching
could be the reason behind why very little is visible about this theory in English home
language as a teaching methodology.

Arguments arise against the process approach

because of misconceptions in methodology or due to the lack of knowledge regarding
the writing steps purpose and objectives. Genre and text-based approaches are two
distinct approaches that share a symbiotic relationship working best in unison. These
approaches can be practically taught within the steps of writing. Writing is a skill that
requires thought, the content of which is internally or externally influenced by the world
around the writer and the production of this content requires learner engagement with
environmental and social issues (Hayes, 1996). Writing can be difficult and tedious for
those who do not enjoy writing and ultimately no one can hypothesize that writing is
something that everyone should be able to enjoy doing. Learners do not always enjoy
writing activities even within real life contexts or environments. As the teacher it is my
responsibility to motivate, assist and guide learners

5.

Research procedure

Step One–Introduction of a writing lesson: ‘Train of Thought’

Communicative language

teaching was used for the introductory lesson to gain the learners attention and interest.
A model of a train was used to introduce the basics of essay writing such as: driving
sentence, topic sentence, linking sentence and logical thought flow. The objective was
for learners to understand how the sequencing and interconnection of ideas helped in
communicating an idea or concept (Train of Thought). The driving sentence which is the
driver of the train explains the main idea of the essay. The link between the two coaches
was explained as the linking sentence followed by the topic sentence in the next
paragraph. Each coach was explained as the clustering of ideas within a specific subthought that contributes to the main message. When discussing the driving sentence
learners were encouraged to think creatively. Personal expression was encouraged and
learners were encouraged to recall recent social events for the content of their writing.
Learners were also encouraged to ask questions.
Step Two – Genre in context
As part of my teaching strategy I placed the revision of genre at this point because as
Krashen (1997) and Hendricks (2008) suggests teacher skill, teacher knowledge and
effective implementation of appropriate teaching approaches influence the production of
different types of writing.
Page 33 of the Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement (2011) presents genre in
the form of a framework alongside the steps of writing (process approach).

This

suggestion was taken into consideration as I later recalled genre within the steps of
writing (process approach). As the teacher I allowed room for discussions and questions
while guiding learners through the steps of writing.

Caution was exercised not to

conflate Genre and process approaches during the steps of writing
Step Three – Essay Example (text-based approach)
Learners were presented with an example of an essay followed by a class discussion on
diction, register, tone, context, purpose and audience within a specific format and
structure (CAPS, 2011, pg 11-33). In relation to the train of thought I elicited prior
knowledge from learners about format and structure of an essay by asking learners to
identify the driving sentence, topic sentences and the linking sentences as depicted in
the example presented, enabling learners to identify how ‘train of thought’ in step one of
the research procedure should be applied. Paragraphs and the clustering of ideas (refer

to coaches of the train’) were discussed in the example presented. Learners were asked
to identify register, genre, purpose, and audience.
Step Four – (Process approach)
The steps of planning/prewriting, drafting, revising/ editing/ proofreading and presenting
were explained in detail to the learners (CAPS, 2011). I asked learners to begin with
their planning keeping in mind what we discussed previously about a driving sentence,
topic sentence and linking sentence within the logical thought flow process. Learners
were again encouraged to draw ideas from personal experience, social influences and
what was currently happening in the world around them.

During drafting I helped

learners recall previous lessons regarding genre and different text types (text-base)
allowing for questions.
Learners were given a double period for planning and drafting.

I then encouraged

learners to go home and look at local news, the internet, talk to family members and to
google relevant information that they could use in their essays. Learners were also
asked to research relevant vocabulary, quotes and phrases that could be useful in their
writings.

The

next day learners were given a single period to edit and makes changes to their essays,
also correcting language errors such as grammar, spelling, punctuation and sentence
construction. Thereafter, learners were given another single period to write their final
essay

which

they

handed

in

on

completion

for

marking.

As the teacher, my encouragement of personal expression, creativity, interaction with
family members and researching information refutes arguments of cognitive individual
bias and lack of social interaction. Practical incorporation of genre and text-types within
the steps of writing were observed and noted.
Step Five - The writing tasks were marked and analyzed using a rubric supplied by The
Department of Basic Education. The assessments of essay writing practices were not
the focus of the study. It was merely used as a source of information for understanding
and exploring current writing practices of the grade 11 learners.
Step Six – The marked essay tasks werehanded back to learners and I gave feedback
in the form of a discussion identifying general mistakes such as linking words to create a
logical thought flow process. During this time research questions were explored in more
detail.

An

example

of

a

marked

essay

is

attached

in

the

appendix.

These activities and procedures were carried out over a period of three months.

6. Findings
First, writing approaches were explored through the literature review which informed and
guided the intervention program of the research procedure. Correlation of this data
assisted in interpreting information for the findings and suggestions that follow. The
learners essay writing tasks were selectively coded to organize data within poetic,
expressive and transactional frameworks of writing. Raw data from observations and
unstructured interviews were transcribed into emerging themes within the selectively
coded poetic, expressive and transactional frameworks of writing. Non-cross-sectional
coding was used to explore writing practices through the prism of intrinsic and extrinsic
motivation and finally empirical data was converted into descriptive data which is
presented in the form of graphs.
Identification of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in learners posed a huge challenge
because of the symbiotic relationship that these two types of motivations shared. The
study found distinguishing between extrinsic and intrinsic motivation frustrating and
nearly impossible. The study then looked at the reason behind the learner’s motivation
called the locus of causality (Reeve & Jang, 2006.

Woolfolk, 2013).

Thereafter,

attempts at transcribing data of the two of types motivations within the behavioral,
humanistic, cognitive and sociocultural conceptions of motivation became a nightmare
because of their mutualistic relationship. These two types of motivation in learners can
only be described as threads of a tapestry so intricately woven together that separating
these strands would cause a hole or break in the complete picture.
Learners Writing Practice
Types of writing of the Grade 11 learners
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As visible in the graph above, only three learners of the 98 grade 11 learners wrote from
a poetic stance constructing text as a narrative or verse as discussed in Chapter Two.
Learner One of this cohort is a Xitsonga boy with English being his second language.
He is a Learner who seeks self-actualization through his writing in the way he expresses
his emotions and thoughts. Having had a close family member pass away increased his
desire for self actualization. He cognitively questions social issues in relation to his
beliefs, attempting to make sense of his place in the world around him. Learner one is
intrinsically motivated from both the cognitive and humanistic approaches with the desire
to earn a living through his writing and therefore works hard to improve his writing
techniques and skill (Woolfolk, 2013). Reward is the driving force behind his motivation
with the desire to earn a comfortable living through his writing. His motivation comes
from within him and can therefore be described as intrinsic however his desire to earn a
living through his writing is clearly extrinsic. The synergy between these two types of
motivation determines his behavior towards his writing.
Initially, he did not enjoy reading and only started reading six months ago because his
English teacher encouraged him to read. He reads books about politics. Now he has
come to enjoy reading and uses these books for inspiration and new ideas.
Learner two is an Indian boy from a very religious Muslim background whose home
language is English. Learner two uses his writing to actively and energetically solve
troubling personal problems. His intensity which was also noted during observations, to
self-actualize through his writing is visible in his active questioning of his religious beliefs
in order to understand his identity within his community. He is intrinsically motivated,
functioning from the cognitive and humanistic approaches as he tries to understand his
religious beliefs in relation to real life experiences.

An example of this is when his

mother passed away he questioned his religious beliefs about God and death through
his writing.

This learner at first glance is also intrinsically motivated drawing from

sociocultural conceptions when he questions his identity, participation and place within
his religious community. He writes because he enjoys writing and has no intention of
seeking any reward, gain or recognition for his writing. However, his desire to fit into his
religious community depicts recognition and position extrinsically motivated.
Learner Two is an avid reader. His focus is mainly on philosophy and religion. He uses
his books to gather information and understanding as he states, “I write for me.”

Learner Three’s home language is English and his only ambition is to become an author
or a poet. He writes about the usual challenges teenagers experience during high school
and has a natural flair for writing. He is both intrinsically and extrinsically motivated
within the social cognitive approach. This learner’s attitude is “If I try hard will I succeed
and if I succeed will I be able to earn a comfortable income through my writing”
(Tollesfon, 2000).

His enjoyment of writing comes from within him and is intrinsically

motivated however his ambition is the rewards he expects from his writing. Intrinsic and
extrinsic motivations in this learner share an interconnected relationship.
Learner Three enjoys reading and reads at least three novels a term online, however his
novels are only about young love. During the unstructured interviews he said that he
does not get his inspiration or ideas from these novels, “I get it from my life.’
Expressive writing
Expressive writing was identified in a cohort of 11 learners who wrote about their
thoughts, feelings, emotions and imaginations. Four of these learners were female and
seven were male.
Of the four female learners one is Indian with English as her home language, one
Colored with Afrikaans being her home language and English her second language. The
remaining two learners of this cohort are IsiZulu and Sesotho speakers with English
being their second Language.
These four learners were extrinsically motivated drawing from the behavioral approach
as they competed against each other for their teacher’s praise, attention and recognition.
There seemed to be a secret competition of writing abilities between these four learners.
This put immense pressure on the teacher because of the amount of activities that they
produced and reproduced only for the sake of this unspoken competition between these
female learners. At one stage these learners were not even taking the feedback into
account, but instead produced essay after essay just to make sure it was their essay that
received the highest praise or the best comments.
Three of the four learners tried to manipulate the teacher through their writings. For
example, Learner T was unhappy because she was not the one chosen to represent the
school at a speech competition. Her English teacher asked her friend and subsequently
her next essay was about how much psychological damage the teacher had caused her.
Learner T claimed that her teacher was inconsiderate not to have asked her and as a
result she then had suicidal thoughts. In terms of ethics, it is important to note that the

teacher took precautionary measures and made sure that learner T was referred to the
counseling services at the school. Another extrinsic behavior their writing exposed was
that they only wrote about themselves without empathy towards others. Their driving
force behind their motivation for writing was to gain teacher’s praise and recognition.
All four learners enjoy reading novels for young adults. The seven male learners
compromised of one learner whose home language is Afrikaans with English being his
second language, two learners whose home languages are IsiZulu and Sesotho and as
a result English is their third language. The remaining four boys are English home
language learners except for one Indian boy whose home language is Hindi with English
being his second language.The learner whose home language is Afrikaans is an introvert
extrinsically motivated to write so that he could fit in with his academic friends at school.
According to Hickey (2003) sociocultural conceptions of motivation determine that
learners engage in activities to maintain their identities and their interpersonal relations
within their group of friends. The driving force behind his motivation was his desire to be
part of the group. He read prodigiously in primary school and then found that he had no
time to read in high school because he felt that there was too much homework.
The two learners whose home languages are Sotho and Zulu with English as their third
language wrote about their own thoughts and feelings. Both learners are extrinsically
motivated and wrote for the sake of passing and because it was required of them.
Neither showed any interest in improving their writing.

During the unstructured

interviews both learners stated that they do not enjoy reading English books.
The remaining learners within this expressive cluster whose home language is Sesotho
and IsiZulu displayed extrinsic motivation from the social cognitive approach. They both
understood the importance of writing in order to succeed and both wanted to continue
with further education and training after grade 12. During the unstructured interviews,
one of these two learners stated that reading is not important and he reads only when it
is necessary. He prefers watching movies rather than reading novels. However, he
says, ‘I am okay with books, got nothing against them.’ Both learners also believe that
they help each other maintain a good grade in writing.
Within the Indian group of boys, three learners home language is English and the one
Learner’s home language is Hindi, making English his second language.
Learner H whose home language is Hindi displayed extrinsic motivation from a social
cognitive approach. He comes from a very strict home which influenced the way he
approached his writing. His parents want him to study medicine and become a medical

doctor. In the beginning he showed no interest in reading and all he wanted for English
Home Language was a 50% pass mark because he excelled in Mathematics and
Science. After an open discussion with both his parents regarding the significance of a
60% pass mark in English for university entrance into the medical field, learner H started
showing improvement. learner H completed all remedial tasks assigned to him and
applied all feedback. One on one tuition became a space where learner could openly
discuss his frustrations and anxieties. Learner H is not an avid reader. His parents are
the driving force behind his motivation.
The other three Indian learners whose home language is English want to study
engineering and become car designers. Their motivation is purely extrinsic drawing from
the social cognitive approach. They work hard to achieve good grades because they
believe this will help them become successful in the workplace. Ambition is the driving
force behind their motivation with an intrinsic desire to achieve the extrinsic rewards of
success.

They do not enjoy reading and read books because it is necessary for

success.
Transactional writing
As visible in the graph above, 84 of the 98 learners used transactional writing and wrote
because it was something they had to do in order to pass the grade. This cluster of
learners language profile is as follows:
48 English Home Languages
16 English Second Languages
13 English Third Languages
7 English Fourth Languages
All 48 English home language Learners are extrinsically motivated drawing from the
cognitive approach. Their writing behaviors are regulated and conditioned by their plans
for further study and success (Woolfolk, 2010). It would appear as though this cluster
requires very little assistance from the teacher. They all use of the internet to research
ideas for the content. One learner understanding the significant role of writing in the
workplace expressively writes about her feelings and thoughts. Her writing is intrinsically
and extrinsically motivated and she enjoys reading. The rest of the learner’s reading
habits fluctuate and they read when they ‘feel like it.’

The remaining 16 learners within this cluster are English second language speakers and
all of them are extrinsically motivated even when they write about their feelings and
thoughts. These learners require constant guidance and assistance from their teacher. It
would seem as though encouragement and positivity from the teacher has a direct
influence on their motivation which in turn impacts on their attitude towards their writing
tasks. There are 11 learners who write because it’s something they ‘have to do to pass
school.’ The remaining five learners write because they understand its importance for
further studies and in the workplace.
Only five of these learners attempted to read the books offered by their English teacher,
furthermore only three of these learners finished reading the novels offered by their
teacher. None of these learners read of their own accord.
The remaining 20 learners are English third and fourth language speakers.

These

learners are hard working extrinsically motivated drawing from the social cognitive
approach. They all understood the importance of writing in order to succeed and all want
to continue with further education and training. They relate hard work to success in
school, at university and in the workplace. They do not read English books for pleasure.
However, it is important to note that they have read all the English novels that the
teacher recommended.
Grade 11 learners writing habits
Graph 5,3a descriptively illustrates that five learners of the ninety-eight learners read
English books for interest, while two started reading around six months ago because of
their teacher’s encouragement. Fourteen learners read only when their teacher offered
them novels, reading only these novels and did not go on to build personal reading
habits. As a result, ninety-one of these ninety-eight learners do not have a reading habit.
The remaining ninety-five learners all use the internet for research regarding content.
Graph of Grade 11 learners writing habits
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Limitations of study
The study is limited to my perspective as a teacher and does not include information
from other teachers. Information from other teachers could be very different because
every teacher develops their own teaching style.

The research population is quite

unique and not all public schools in South Africa enjoy learners with similar abilities.
Very few teachers have the opportunity of teaching the same group of learners for three
years. Data collected from this study was limited to one school and findings would
probably be different if more schools participated.

7. Conclusions and Recommendations
Learners writing practices
The study found that only one learner out of 98 learners wrote without expecting any
gain or rewards and he used his writing to self actualize and make sense of his identity
and place in the world around him. Only three of the 98 learners enjoyed writing and
would like to use writing as a means of earning a comfortable income after they have
graduated.

Rewards and punishments influenced five learners who wrote from a

behavioral perspective.

Fitting in and being part of the group were important to 53

learners who also wrote because they believed writing was important for success in the
workplace. Another 11 learners wrote because it was part of the school curriculum. The
remaining 20 learners wrote firstly because they wanted to fit in at school and secondly,

because they desired good grades to pass well so that they could study further after
school and finally because they understood the importance of writing in the workplace.
In total only four learners enjoyed writing.
According to Huitt (2011), rewards, recognition and threats of punishments can be
effective when encouraging learners to work towards a goal.

Teachers need to

incorporate tasks that contain both intrinsic and instrumental value (extrinsic). According
to Woolfolk (2013), teachers need to create an environment that encourages
participation and engagement and it is paramount that teaching methodology
encourages uninterested learners as well. A good teacher plans lessons that energizes,
activates and stimulates learners writing practices.

A good teacher also plans lessons

around his/her learners internal factors of personal needs, interests and curiosity as well
as learners external factors of rewards, social pressure, and threats of punishment
(Woolfolk, 2013).

Implementation of writing approaches
Communicative language teaching as a method makes use of problem-solving tasks and
games to stimulate learner participation and interaction.

Nunan (1990) insists that

activities are most important if communicative language teaching is to be successful and
that these activities need to be presented in a situation or context. I began the writing
lesson by first introducing the learners to the organizational features of an essay.
Communicative language teaching helped me gain the learners attention and interests,
even the uninterested learners sat up and took note of the model train. I recalled prior
knowledge of purpose, register, writing style and diction helping learners understand
what was important to note when writing their content.

I reinforced this lesson by

presenting the learners with an example of an essay to identify all that we have learnt
thus far. As previously stated, I concur with Paltridge (2001) who determines that it is
the teacher’s responsibility to model texts by explaining its purpose, organizational
features, and linguistic markers. Fadiman and Howard (1979) states that competent
writing requires command of the basic tools of language. It is only when learners have
learned control over these tools that they can transcend from being competent writers to
being good writers. As the teacher I believe it is my responsibility to do everything I can
to help learners acquire these basic tools. Each of these writing approaches serves
different purposes and works best complimenting each other to equip learners with all
the basic tools they need to become good writers.

I used the revised process approach by Flowers (1996) to help learners organize their
content to form a coherent piece of writing. Context, reflection and text production was
easily filtered into the writing steps. All three approaches were required for the learners
to understand exactly what was expected of them and how to go about completing an
essay writing task.

Recommendations
As stated earlier all recent studies retrieved data through observation, interviews and
document (writing) analysis. Dornbrack& Dixon (2014) investigated the complexity of
teaching argumentative writing.

Blease&Condy (2015) researched the teaching of

writing in two rural multigrade classes in the Western Cape. Akinyeye&Pluddemann
(2016) explored the teaching and assessing of English writing in a township school.
These studies argue about the suggestions within the Curriculum and Assessment Policy
Statement (2011) yet none have practically experienced the realities of implementation
within classroom contexts while teaching within the confines of the Curriculum and
Assessment Policy Statement (2011). Secondly none of these studies indicate explicit
research into teacher knowledge regarding delivery and writing pedagogies. Yet all
appear to concur that learners are set up for failure from the onset due to teachers lack
in pedagogical knowledge. Pedagogical knowledge is the act of teaching that studies
and examines the theory and practice of learning.

Surely this knowledge and

understanding should be a priority in academic institutions before granting a teaching
qualification.
Furthermore, as stated earlier this study finds that critique against writing approaches as
suggested in CAPS (2011) confusing and refutable when teaching writing in South
African classroom contexts. Theoretically these critiques come across well justified to
one ignorant of the difference between the principles and teaching methodology of each
approach. Again, surely this knowledge that helps one distinguish between principles
and methodology should be a priority in academic institutions before granting a teaching
qualification. The confusion between communicative competence and communicative
language teaching could be the reason behind why very little is visible about this theory
in English home language as a teaching methodology. Arguments arise against the
process approach because of misconceptions in methodology or due to the lack of
knowledge regarding the writing steps purpose and objectives. Text-based approach and
Genre are two different approaches that are so closely linked that they need to be taught

complementing each other within the steps of the writing process. Therefore, to teach
writing would require some form of synergy between the approaches (Faigley, 1986).
The above-mentioned approaches can be practically taught within the steps of writing.
Writing is a skill that requires thought, the content of which is internally or externally
influenced by the world around the writer and the production of this content requires
learner engagement with environmental and social issues.

Confusion of theoretical

knowledge confuses everything else that follows.
Teachers need to understand how to use their theoretical knowledge in classroom
contexts, which is a topic for another study. Before concluding on the lack of teacher
knowledge. This study calls for more explicit research into the relationship between
teachers theoretical knowledge and teaching methodology.
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